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Abstract 
After installing SAS Institute’s free “SAS University Edition” you'll want to test drive the software. SAS University Edition 

includes Base SAS, SAS/STAT, SAS/IML, Designer Studio (user interface), and SAS/ACCESS for Windows, with all the powerful 

features found in the licensed SAS versions.  To demonstrate the power found within SAS University Edition, we present 

conventional and unconventional PROC SQL join programming techniques using Base SAS software. All SAS users are 

encouraged to attend and learn essential concepts, syntax and programming techniques. 

 

Introduction 
A powerful and essential Base-SAS programming technique that all SAS users should be aware of, and comfortable performing, is the 

process of joining (or combining) two or more tables. The intent of this paper is to describe the join process, including what a join is, 

the preparation requirements for each table being specified in a join, the join syntax, and the various types of joins available to SAS 

users. 

 

Example Tables 
The examples used throughout this paper utilize a database of two tables. (A relational database is a collection of tables.) The 

data used in all the examples in this paper consists of a selection of movies that I’ve viewed over the years. The Movies table 

consists of six columns: title, length, category, year, studio, and rating. Title, category, studio, and rating are defined as 

character columns with length and year being defined as numeric columns. The data stored in the Movies table is depicted 

below. 

 

MOVIES Table 

 

 
 

 

The data stored in the ACTORS table consists of three columns: title, actor_leading, and actor_supporting, all of which are 

defined as character columns. The data stored in the Actors table is illustrated below. 
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ACTORS Table 

 

 
 

 

The Process of Match-Joining 
A traditional join is the process of combining rows from two or more tables (maximum of 256 tables) into a single row in a newly 

created table or query. The specific type of join that we will examine in this paper is known as a match join. A match-join combines 

rows from two or more tables into a single row in a new table, or query, according to the values found in a common column in each 

table. Its purpose is to bring data together to explore exciting insights into data relationships. The process consists of a matching 

process between a table’s rows bringing together some or all of two or more tables contents, illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 Table One  Table Two  Table Three  .  .  . 
 

Figure 1.  The Process of Joining Tables 

 

The ability to define relationships between multiple tables and retrieve information based on these relationships is a powerful 

feature of the relational model. Joins are a data manipulation technique on a minimum of two tables, where a common column from 

each table is used for the purpose of combining the rows of data. The connecting column(s) should have the same column attributes 

and "like" values since the success of the process depends on these values. Unlike in a DATA step merge, the common column 

names do not have to be the same in a PROC SQL join. 

 

Match-Join Features and Requirements 

1. Portable to other vendor relational data base management systems. 

2. Requires common column attributes in all tables. 

3. Tables do not need to be sorted on common column. 

4. Duplicate matching column is not automatically overlaid. 

5. Results are automatically printed unless the NOPRINT option is specified. 

 

 

 

Symmetrical Match-Joining 
A traditional match-join process consists of combining rows in a symmetrical fashion from two or more tables. The result set 

from this type of matching process automatically eliminates unmatched rows and is referred to as the intersect 

(Movies_Actors) between the Movies and Actors tables, as shown in the Venn diagram in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.  Venn Diagram – Match-Join 

 

 

To illustrate the match-join process, the MOVIES and ACTORS tables are combined together using one or more common 

columns. In our example, TITLE is the common column found in both tables and is used to combine rows along with all selected 

columns (highlighted), as shown in Figure 3. 

 

  Movies 

 Title 
     Length 
    Category 
    Year 
    Studio 
    Rating 

 

  Actors 

 Title 
    Actor_Leading 
    Actor_Supporting 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Match-Join using the MOVIES and ACTORS Tables 

 

 

SAS SQL is invoked using the SQL procedure (aka, PROC SQL). Implemented as an interactive procedure, PROC SQL supports 

comprehensive data access, data manipulation, data management and reporting features; and remains active until turned off 

with a QUIT statement. Data access and manipulation is handled using with queries and the SELECT statement. SELECT informs 

SAS about which columns to capture in the result set, a required FROM-clause that identifies the SAS tables to read as input, 

and an optional WHERE-clause which tells SAS how to construct the subsetted results. 

 

In the following read-only SELECT query an inner join query, or equijoin, result set is constructed in a WHERE-clause using the 

common column, TITLE, from the MOVIES and ACTORS tables. Note: The equal sign “=” comparison operator is specified to 

make the desired connection between the “key” column, TITLE, in the MOVIES and ACTORS tables. The result set of “matched” 

rows contains the columns, TITLE, LENGTH, RATING, and ACTOR_LEADING. 

 

PROC SQL ; 

    SELECT  MOVIES.TITLE,  LENGTH,  RATING,  ACTOR_LEADING 

      FROM  MOVIES,  ACTORS 

         WHERE MOVIES.TITLE  =  ACTORS.TITLE ; 

QUIT ; 

 

 

The result set from the equijoin SELECT query is shown below. 
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Results 

 

 
 

 

 

Asymmetrical Match-Joining 
A conventional join represents the combined rows from one table with rows in another symmetrically. But, occasionally rows 

need to be captured differently than in a conventional join. One approach, referred to as an asymmetrical type of join, is 

designed to preserve unmatched rows from one or both tables along with the matching rows. 

 

Left Outer Join 

A Left Outer join produces matched rows from two or more tables while preserving all unmatched rows from the first specified 

(left) table. A Left Outer join is illustrated by the shaded areas (Movies and Movies_Actors) in the Venn diagram, illustrated in 

Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Venn Diagram – Left Outer Join 

 

 

 

The join code, illustrated below, illustrates a left outer join construct. This read-only SELECT query specifies an ON-clause using 

the common column, TITLE, from the MOVIES and ACTORS tables to produce a result set of “matched” movies plus the 

preservation of all “unmatched” movies. Note: The equal sign “=” comparison operator is specified to make the desired 

connection between the “key” column, TITLE, in the MOVIES and ACTORS tables. The result set of “matched” rows contains the 

columns, TITLE, LENGTH, RATING, and ACTOR_LEADING. 
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PROC SQL ; 

    SELECT  MOVIES.TITLE,  LENGTH,  RATING,  ACTOR_LEADING 

      FROM  MOVIES 

                LEFT JOIN 

                  ACTORS 

         ON MOVIES.TITLE  =  ACTORS.TITLE ; 

QUIT ; 

 

 

The result set from the left outer join SELECT query is shown below. 

 

Results 

 

 
 

 

 

Right Outer Join 

A Right Outer join produces matched rows from two or more tables while preserving all unmatched rows from the second 

specified (right) table. A Right Outer join is illustrated by the shaded areas (Movies and Movies_Actors) shown by the Venn 

diagram, illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5.  Venn Diagram – Right Outer Join 

 

The join code, illustrated below, illustrates a right outer join construct. This read-only SELECT query specifies an ON-clause using 

the common column, TITLE, from the MOVIES and ACTORS tables to produce a result set of “matched” movies and actors, plus 

the preservation of all “unmatched” actors. Note: The equal sign “=” comparison operator is specified to make the desired 

connection between the “key” column, TITLE, in the MOVIES and ACTORS tables. The result set of “matched” rows contains the 

columns, TITLE, LENGTH, RATING, and ACTOR_LEADING. 

 

PROC SQL ; 

    SELECT  MOVIES.TITLE,  LENGTH,  RATING,  ACTOR_LEADING 

      FROM  MOVIES 

                RIGHT JOIN 

                  ACTORS 

         ON MOVIES.TITLE  =  ACTORS.TITLE ; 

QUIT ; 

 

 

The result set from the right outer join SELECT query is shown below. 

 

Results 
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Conclusion 
The SAS SQL procedure, (aka, PROC SQL), is a powerful relational data base management system (RDBMS) language for SAS 

users to explore and use in a variety of application situations. This paper presented a brief introduction to the exciting world of 

PROC SQL joins, what a join is, illustrations of the various join techniques, and how PROC SQL can be used to join two or more 

tables. You are encouraged to explore these and other techniques to make your SAS experience a more rewarding and exciting 

one. 
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